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Handcrafting Artisan Salves & Lip Balms From Your Kitchen Imagine having a simple formula that

you could use to make your own beauty products for a fraction of the cost of the famous brand

name ones.Wouldn't you save a lot of money? Wouldn't that be fun...If you are tired of buying

expensive beauty products without really knowing what you are getting, it may be time for a

change.Alan Bullington provides you with the simple plan for saving money on skin-careproducts.

Crafting fantastic salves and balms is extremely simple when you follow Bullington's step-by-step

formulas and proven techniques. Now luxury products can be yours for little money and little effort.

Make your skin look and feel beautiful with products you can easily put together.Did you know that

the big companies make beauty products that use the exact same principles as explained in this

book? Rather than paying big money, learn how to assemble your own products.Bullington has sold

thousands of salve items, and has perfected his techniques and formulas.Make luxury skin care

products for your own use, for gifts, or for marketable products by following the detailed recipes and

instructions in this book. Learn how to make:lip balms,body butter,glosses,glaze,healing

salves,drawing salves,deodorant bars,and many other items you would not be able to buy.And as a

bonus, also learn how to develop your own exclusive product line that you can sell! Start your own

home based business selling your skin-care products..
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The author covers this subject well, giving reasons why you should handcraft salves and balms,

providing some understanding of how the various ingredients work as well as process hints from his

considerable experience and proven sources for the ingredients. He provides a number of recipes

and suggestions for how to vary them to customize them. This is a fluff-free book. It is quick to read,

but it is intended to serve as a guide for actually making product. I enjoyed reading it and look

forward to creating some salves myself.Don't ignore the wisdom in weighing vs. using volumetric

measures. All chemical equations are mass-balance, not volumetric. We are so accustomed to

volumetric measures in the kitchen, but even Alton Brown, the famous cooking guru of the cooking

network, recommends weighing ingredients.Alan, thanks for a good guide. Don 't understand the

reviewer who said there were no recipes. Odd. Perhaps he confused your book for another.

Great read! I covered this front to back in 2 and a half hours and learned more than I could in all the

research I've done in the last 3 weeks. I started making my own salves and balms after the kids had

a bout with poison ivy and I know nature's poison ivy cure..but couldn't figure how to preserve it until

some research. Now I am making healing salves and body butters of all kinds and this book added

many ideas to my cabinet. I already sell them, but the info and links to wholesale and label/canning

supplies is nice too. Good to have a few ratios and recipes to build on as well. Worth a read.

I am brand new to creating my own natural product line. I have read a very many books so,far and

while some are good there are others that simply leave,you scratching your head. This book was

great. Informative, to the point and honest. I learned more here in the hour I spent with it then in 5 of

the previous books I read. Thank you for sharing your knowledge:) God Bless:)

I like this book, it only has a few recipes but I only need a few, great info about salves and lib balms,

glad I ordered it

I love making my own products and this book was perfect for me. It's simple, straight-forward, and is

an excellent guide to the experimenting I wanted to do more of to create my own unique products.

Best of all it is written by someone who makes and sells their own products without being an

infomercial for selling his products to you, except maybe a plug or two for his other book(s). Some



parts lack an elaboration of details. However, none of these DIY natural cosmetics books wants to

elaborate on the subject of natural preservatives because there really aren't any that don't stink up

your products like the rosemary extract resin that he mentions. He does explain to a degree the

difference between preservatives and anti-oxidants (rancidity preventives). Overall the book is

informative, an easy read and worth $3.

Great easy to do recipes. The ones that I have tried have turned out really well. I recommend this

book to anyone who wants to take charge of what they put on their skin.

This little book has some different recipes in it, but I think you can find others online that are more

do-able. Most of the recipes require ingredients that are expensive to gather together, so you would

need to make quantities before the ingredients expire. I wasn't too impressed.

Always researching & looking for something new.Recommend this product for anyone that is

interested in making homemade natural bath & body products.Just living .....Natural.....
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